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1: COSTUME

Please do wea

r clothes.

A minimum amount of costume is required for this event, set in a
post apocalyptic world where humans have begun to re colonise a
toxic wasteland, we will require a minimum effort of all players.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENT:
Civilian clothing, preferably dirty (see images blow for example),
this effect can be achieved very easily with some old clothing and a
can of black spray paint.
A tutorial can be found here: https://youtu.be/iKA33TVSPHI
NOTE: Avoid a military look unless weathered to post apocalyptic
looking costume.
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2: WEAPONS & AMMO
Each player can carry as many guns in the field as they wish, but
there are restrictions on the amount of magazines they can carry.

PISTOLS (Last-Hope shooters)
Allowed up to 3 mags per
pistol (or if it takes shells,
up to 100 revolver shells)

RIFLES

(Now you’re talking)

Allowed 1 wind up high cap
mag or 3 non wind up mags

SHOTGUNS

(Get off my land)

Allowed up to 300 rounds in
loaded shells (usually around
30 shells)

SNIPERS

(Fancy pants)

Allowed up to 150 rounds in
loaded magazines (only includes
bolt action snipers)

Best apocalypse survival chance
SUPPORT GUNS (or any box mags)
Allowed one box magazine at the
start of the game– once this is
empty then they must pay 2000
credits in the town armoury to
reload it with bb s
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You are allowed to carry bottles of BB’s and speed loaders into the
field (the restrictions above are there to limit the time anyone can
put down fire before reloading).
PYROS AND REUSABLE GRENADES
These will be available to buy on
site and you can bring your own –
However, to be able to use them you
must buy them in game from the
frontier town – we will then stick
a sticker on the pyro you have to
say its usable in the game.

GRENADE SHELLS AND MULTI SHOT LAUNCHERS
Same rules for the shells as the Pyros mentioned above; to be able to
use them you must buy them “in game” from the frontier town.
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This is what happen
to the last guy
that broke a deal.
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3: HOW DO I WIN THE GAME?
Frontier apocalypse will see players becoming the citizens of
Frontier Town, this is where they live to avoid the dangerous perils
of the wastelands. although, town is pretty terrible too...
The town has various places to explore, and, more importantly for
players to earn credits.
Each player starts with 100 credits each as personal money. There are
many, many ways to make more for your assigned team.

With the withdrawal of the Federation, Frontier Township has
created a new Centite Backed currency to unify the local monetary
system. However, a few of the old federal notes are still around and
barter is always acceptable.

Pictured: A Winner.
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Credits are the currency of the town and also the point of the game.
Each player will have a CLEAR ARMBAND with their player reference
on it.

This individual player reference is also linked to the town Bank
account for that player. That’s how they keep track of you!

-ish

Frontier Town bank is a secure facility within the town where the
citizens of Frontier Town can store and withdraw their hard earned
credits whenever they want.
The individual player with the most banked credits at the end of the
game will be crowned the winner.
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4: SHOOTING AND GETTING SHOT
Frontier apocalypse uses airsoft weapons, and all
normal rules around using the weapons must be
adhered to all day.
A full safety brief will be given at the start if the
day detailing all these rules, however below are some
of the safety and in game rules that are worth going
over now.
a) SAFE ZONES
There are only two areas where players may remove their protective
eye wear, everywhere else on site is deemed in game (a place you may
be shot at) and eye ware must remain on at all times to avoid injury.
These two areas deemed SAFE (where you can remove your eyewear) are
detailed below
1) The car park is our designated SAFE ZONE and a protective wall with
a door leads between that and the game area
NO LIVE AIRSOFT WEAPONS are allowed into the carpark once the
game starts, if players wish to take weapon s to or from there
cars, they must do so in covered GUN BAGS with the guns cleared
and magazines removed (frontier airsoft will provide some GUN
BAGS but if you have them bring your own)
There will also be a table in the game area for players to leave
there weapons inside should they wish to visit the SAFE ZONE; a
member of staff will watch over any weapons left in the game area
When in the safe zone (it will be ringed with green and white
barrier tape) you are considered to no longer be in the game, you
are taking a break, eating your lunch, phoning your wife or
generally doing something out side of the Apocalypse game.
2) Also next to the SAFE ZONE you will find Colonel Flints FIGHT PIT,
this is an arena for flighting with LARP safe foam weapons, the
weapons will be provided by the staff who are running the arena and
here you can wager credits or take part in gladiatorial style
battles (more information on the FIGHT PIT can be found later in the
book)
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Typically citizens don’t wave flags,
they’re too busy shooting things.
But Isotope Johnson thinks
it looks ‘patriotic’.
b) Shooting other players
Frontier Apocalypse involves players acting as
citizens of frontier town, they live in the town
and for the most part must follow to its laws.
Players who are witnessed shooting or attacking other players by
the town police will be fined credits by the bank and in repeated
cases arrested and held in the frontier jail for a limited amount of
time.
The town has several police officers known as
regulators (marked with blue arm bands), they
will be patrolling the town and wastelands
to defend it from the ruthless bandit armies
who seek to destroy it. If a police officer
witnesses a player shoot another player, they
will take their armband ID number and
inform
the bank who will deduct it from
That guy again.
KILL HIM! there credit amount at the end of the event.
If Police get multiple reports of the same player, they will mount a
posse and try to apprehend the player, they may also deputise
players to the posse and offer a reward to any who will help them
capture the criminal.
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Larger in game prop items such as LOOT players may pick up or be o

asked to transport are to be DROPPED if you are shot, these items can
then be stolen by bandits or other players.

NOTE: police officers are staff members, if they are shot in game,
they will put up there hand to indicate they are no longer in play,
and then go and look for players id numbers, there word is final.
If a police officer reports you to the bank, the bank manager will
deduct a set amount from your final credit score.
Players are encouraged not to shoot other players, however this is a
role play game and at times you may be encouraged by characters in
the game world to do so, if you choose to listen to these characters or
not, that choice is yours and so are the inevitable consequences.
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c) Shooting bandits or non-player characters
Non-player characters
GREEN ARMBANDS THE TOWN VIPS
There are characters in the frontier town (green armbands),
representing important people in the town, from bankers and shop
keepers to medics and miners all have quests and jobs for players at
various times.

c

c

Shooting these characters will involve massive fines and a
sentence in the frontier jail, they may also stop interacting
with you if offences are repeated.
See my stick? It’s called a

‘Beating Stick’. Guess why.

BLUE ARMBANDS THE LAW
Any one in a blue armband is a member of the Frontier
Town Police.
Shooting these characters or other players in front of
these characters will result in a fine or imprisonment.
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Anyone with a red armband is a bandit raider, these cut throat gangs
of outcasts hunt the wastes killing and taking what they can.

KILLLL

KILLLL

You are encouraged to shoot bandits on sight, when a
bandit is killed, he will hold up a TICKET, this ticket
is the bandit scalp and can be redeemed at the town
bank for credits.
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Help purge this menace from the
wasteland and protect the town like a
mast?
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Isotope Johnson
apparently thinks
bandits keep piles
of skulls to stand on/near.
Maybe they do. They probably don’t, that’s very unhygienic.
I bet they probably use them as bowls, or mugs for tea,
or something, that’s what I’d do if I was a bandit, I’d
Also make sure that old hacks like Isotope Johnson don’t
get put in charge of writing the manual. THAT’S the real crime here, can I get the regulators to arrest the
mayor over that decision? I bet I can’t, they’re too busy with “Real problems”.

FRONTIER TOWN
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WOW! Understatement of the apocalypse

d) Getting shot

Its inevitable at some point you will get shot, either by a bandit,
another player or the police hot on your heels.
When you are shot you must do the following:
1) Drop any LOOT / CASES / BOXES you are carrying (credits and
bandit scalps you keep)
2)
When you’re shot, you raise your hand and shout HIT as loud as
you can, you are then effectively out of the game and can do nothing
but shout for a medic and wait 3 Minutes to see if your healed or
BLEED OUT.
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If you have a bandage then you should hold this up in
your hand so other people can see you have one ready for
them to heal you.
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YOU CANNOT HEAL YOURSELF
You see how big this font is? That’s how serious it is.

You have 3 minutes to BLEED OUT after being shot (and must keep
track of that count down yourself).
BLEEDING OUT
If you have not been healed in 3 minutes, you must keep
your hand in the air and walk back to the Frontier Town
Doctor. Poor you. I wouldn’t want to go see the Doctor.

!

While walking back you may not interact with any
other player in any way or even speak to another
player – basically you have been wounded and are
now unconscious and are only back into the game
when you wake up back at the Town Doctors
having been discovered in the wastelands by your
team mates.
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WARNING:
You may feel a sense of immortality after you are
GETTING HEALED
healed. This is perfectly normal and the result of the
hallucinogen the ‘Doctor’ soaks
However if during the 3 minute BLEED OUT another
bandages in.
Apparently it’s
player gets to you they may heal you, PROVIDING they or
a marketing thing
you have a bandage. If there is a bandage to use, the
to make people feel
good so they’ll
player healing you must tie this to your arm and count
come back for
to ten out loud.
more.
I tried to explain
that ideally,
Once the person healing has applied the bandage and done
you don’t want
a ten second count, you are then healed back into the game
townsfolk getting
and can continue as normal.
shot repeatedly, but that
seemed like an alien idea to
A player can have up to three bandages applied at any one time. If
the Doctor.
you are shot with three bandages on (or if no one reaches you in
three minutes) then you MUST go back to the Town Doctor.
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Doctor: “Greetings,
Looks like you’ve had a bad time
in the terrible bandit-infested
wastelands. May I suggest you
try another line of work?
Colonel Flint needs volunteers
for his fighting pit, it’s
probably safer than
heading out there again.
And that guy doesn’t believe
in Health & Safety regulations,
Like, at all. Not even a little bit.”

The Town Doctor (situated inside Frontier Town) is the Respawn area
for players.

If you are forced to BLEED OUT after three minutes then to the
Doctor you must go, where there is a seating area and a digital clock
on the wall.
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Getting more bandages
The Doctor will have additional bandages for
sale throughout the day. But only your first
one is free! That’s how he hooks you in. If I were you

I’d just not get shot at all, it’s cheaper in the long term and definitely better for your health.

Dear reader,
you’ll notice I have spent quite a considerable time enhancing this manual.
I trust that you will enjoy my work, if you agree that manuals in future should be written by
people, such as muself, who are able to bring a more rounded viewpoint to the life of a Frontier
Miner than that lazy Isotope Johnson, who has never done a day’s work in his entire life.
then please consider supporting my work by teling all your friends, assuming they
survive the inevitable bandit raids, gunshot wounds and radiation poisoning.
My work relies on the support of my Patrons, if you would
like to support manuals like this in the future, written entirely by myself
rather than some silly bag of wind like, say, Isotope Johnson
Then you can do so by sending a minimum of 100 credits, or a box of bullets, to:
Better Manuals by Betty Ninefingers
The Bunker Under The Forked Tree
NW of Frontier Town
100 Steps left of the burnt out cars
(If you fall into a bandit pit filled with rusty spikes, you’ve gone too far.)
Patrons who supported this work:
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Norman (with a nose) McGregorsson
That Mad Bird Man who eats feathers
An Old Boot
Four Irradiated Otters Taped Together in a trench coat called Gerry
(Noseless) Norman Phillips
Bob & Little Bob the twins
My Pet Goat, Goaty mc Goatface
The three corpses in the bandit spike pit
A B et
ty Ninef in
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5: EARNING CREDITS
There are numerous ways to earn credits in the frontier
apocalypse game and in this section, we will look at some of the
more obvious ones. There will however be many more and players
are encouraged to get involved with the roleplay side of the
game to uncover these. Ask lots of questions and see what you
can do to earn you way.

There’s not much to add to this.
Johnson has actually done a fairly
decent job of depicting the Banker
here.

::: THE TOWN BANK :::

DEPOSITS

c

c

Frontier town bank is the repository for the towns wealth, a
fortified building where players can deposit their credits
safely.
Should the town be raided by bandits, or any other crisis occurs,
the bank will go into lockdown. During a lock down the bank
will close its serving hatch and be inaccessible to players until
incident is over.
Rest assured no money can be stolen from the bank, if you
deposit your credits then its in safe hands (and can be
withdrawn if needed at any time)
Remember the player with the most credits banked will be
crowned KING OF THE APOCALYPSE at the end of the game.

HAIHLAIL!

ING
All hail the K
OF THE
APOCALYPSE
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BOUNTIES
The bandit gangs that roam the wasteland are a constant threat
to the town and its people, attacking trade caravans and mining
shipments coming in and out. Stealing from mining posts and
kidnapping citizens are common occurrences outside of the town
walls, as such a reward is offered for the scalp of any dead
bandit brought to the bank.
THE BANK WILL OFFER BOUNTIES FOR BANDIT SCALPS!
Each bandit killed will hold up a numbered ticket, the first
player to reach the bandit may take the ticket
The bank will pay a set fee for any tickets handed in, however
there will also be a bounty board out side the bank, and every
30 min a number will be written on the board.
If your ticket has ANY of the numbers displayed on the bounty
board on it, then your ticket will be worth a higher price as
the bandit you have brought in is on the most wanted list.

Despite this excellent motivational poster Johnson had made, it’s strongly advised that
you don’t try to confront the massed army of the Bandits alone. Even if they’re all really poor shots, which they’re not,
then statistically you’re still going to get shot a lot because there’s just so many of them.
That’s why I don’t fight the bandits, they’re really good at killing people, and I really like being alive.
Though, if you like money more, then maybe it’s worth fighting them, I don’t know.
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“I sold my JUNK to Skorpion Jake and now
I can afford to eat every day!!”
- A real customer comment
THE JUNK SHOP and TOWN STORE
Dotted around the wasteland you will find a plethora of LOOT
and JUNK. These items (marked with a sticker saying JUNK or
LOOT) can be sold for credits to the shops.

Scorpion Jakes JUNK SHOP can be found in the
wasteland, this wooden shack is located outside of the
town. All items marked JUNK can be sold here for a
“fair” price.

JUNK

Actually this is legit, Jake always gives the best deals*.
Inside the town you will find the STORE, you can sell items of a
higher quality here. Any items marked LOOT will fetch a good
price at the STORE.

The store is run by crazy people, don’t go there*.

Both of these locations will also periodically have jobs
available for willing players. But the jobs from Skorpion Jake are much better.*
Note: You may also find RARE LOOT, these items (marked with a
gold sticker) are worth a lot more than standard items, they may
also be of interest to some of the characters in town so its
worth exploring your options before selling them. to Skorpion Jake.*
Carrying Loot & Getting Shot
If you’re shot while carrying Loot items you must drop them on the
floor. If you re healed, you can pick them back up and carry on.
However if an enemy (or a backstabbing friend) takes the loot while
you re Bleeding Out, you can’t stop them ( cos you’re dying).

JUNK

NK

JU

JU

NK

If you Bleed Out and go back to town, leave your loot where you died.
You might be lucky enough to find it still there.

* This page was sponsored by Skorpion Jake
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THE MINERS GUILD
Mining is the back bone of the town, its why it was founded in
the first place
The MINERS GUILD can be found in the town, the guild has
several mining towers set up in the wasteland. The towers go
deep into the ground and can harvest the valuable energy
resources found below the surface.

You notice they didn’t mention the radiation from the mining process.
The guild will need help getting the portable harvesters to the
mining posts and recovering the various resources. If you are
looking for work, then apply with the guild, they have deep
pockets and are always looking for fresh volunteers. Because so many miners find

their skin falls off after just
one season mining. I’d ask for
(note: average life expectancy of a mine hand is
a payrise if I were you.
approximately 2 weeks)
Didn’t mention the ‘skin falling off’ thing though did they.

Gas Harvesting
Your gas harvesting mining machine will have three
connector nozzles on the end of a long hose. Each
connector matches one of the fracking towers.

S
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Simply connect the correct nozzle to the port on the fracking tower.
Harvesting is completely automated once the hose is connected. The
panel on top of your Gas Harvester will show you how much Gas
you’ve collected, and will look something like this:

GAS HARVESTER OVERVIEW
Mining Posts
Insulated Gas Hose
Your Harvester

C

Centrozine
Mining
Tower

T

Tiberium
Mining
Tower

F

Fobos
Mining
Tower

Centrozine Gas Tank
Tiberium Gas Tank

Fobos Gas Tank

Consider wearing metal underpants.

Harvester Status Panel
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GAS HARVESTER OVERVIEW CONTINUED
This big section will light up when you
have filled all three main tanks. When it
does you have made Centane, which is worth
a lot more credits than the other three
types.

Fobos Gas Tank

Tiberium Gas Tank

Centrozine Gas Tank

Centane
Gas Tank

}

The three main Gas Tanks are represented
by three column s that gradually
illuminate as gas is harvested. When 10%
of a tank has been filled, the respective
column will start to light up. Every
further 10% of a tank s capacity is
represented by an increase in
illumination.
The White bar under each column shows
when the tank is being filled. (acitivty
light)
The red bar will flash when the Gas
Harvester is not doing anything (standby
mode)

USING YOUR GAS HARVESTER IN THE FIELD
You can pass the Gas Harvester around while walking back to respawn
if you are hit. This is the only time you can interact with another
player when BLEEDING OUT. It can only be passed to a team mate with
the same colour armband as you.

Dear reader,
due to Johnson’s poor typesetting skills there is a blank space here for me to begin my short story,
since Johnson refused to print it in the town paper, because he doesn’t understand true art.
It was a dark and glowing night, because radiation, and the trees were dark too, making it hard to see at night.
Because they were black, and night is black, and despite the glowing from radiation, it’s still dark. It’s very dark.
The Miners were trapped in a small shack they found on the outskirts of the town, they were so afraid that they
were shaking and the ones with loose skin found it was falling off faster than usual. They were very afraid of the night
because that’s when the mutants mostly come out, at night. Mostly. They come out in the day too, but these ones
mostly come out at night, mostly. The dumb miners were so afraid they didn’t know what was happening at all.
Then, suddenly from no-where and with no fear whatsoever a mighty hero appeared from the darkness. Her name
was Betty the Hero, and she was very tall, at least taller than Isotope Johnson, and twice as strong as him. Betty
charged through the night, ripping up trees with her bare hands, which had all the right number of fingers, and
she used those trees to beat the mutants that were coming out of the darkness, it was very dark, beat them with
the trees. and Betty was hailed as a hero in Frontier Town and she didn’t need to live outside the walls any more.
The End... or is it?
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Skip this page, who reads the manual anyway?
GAS HARVESTER OPERATION
Red bar is flashing
Your harvester is in Standby mode. It will flash
when it s not doing anything else.
White bar is on
Your harvester is Filling the indicated tank. It
takes 3 minutes to fill a tank completely.
Tank bars are filling up
Your harvester is collecting Gas. Each bar
represents 10% of the tank and takes 18 seconds to
fill.
White bar has gone off, Tank bars are at the top
Your harvester has filled the tank up. The red bar
will flash, showing the harvester is in standby. You
need to take it to another tower and plug a
different hose in.

Tank bars have not filled all the way up, red bar is
flashing.
You have disconnected the hose before filling is
complete. You can reconnect to complete filling, or
bank what you have already have, or go to another
tower and fill another tank.
Tank bars are all full, red bar is flashing.
Your Gas Harvester is full! It needs to be taken to
the Bank in Town to empty it.
The top panel on the Harvester is flashing in a
strange way!
Congratulations! Once all three tanks are full, your
Harvester will automatically catalyse some of the
Centrozine, Tiberium and Fobos gas into Centane, a
new Super Gas that is worth a LOT more money (this
reaction takes a few seconds). You don t need to do
anything, just take it back to the bank.
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Here’s a story for you Johnson - I have it on good authority that the bandits pay a certain ‘reporter’
to feed them information on where the biggest groups of miners are working. How about that for an ‘exclusive’?
THE DAILY ATOM
The Daily Atom is the towns news station. The roving reporter
Isotope Johnson produces the towns local newspaper.

LIES of the

Got a story? Got a lead? Want a picture for the wife back home?
Head to the Daily Atom

Isotope Johnson is our site
photographer, he will be
documenting the events of the
game. As a player you may also
find work at the Daily Atom, not
being the most combat proficient,
Isotope often pays for body
guards when needing to follow up
on potential news stories out in
the wastelands.

Mwahahaa
e! I’m
Don’t trust m
’m
terribly evil! I
utant
also Half-M
dit and
B
and Half- an
!
Half-Chicken

Also, if you do uncover any news worthy information, rumour has
it he pays his informants well.

He would say that! Last year I took him a hot tip about those four otters called Gerry who
pretend to be miners so they can drink at the bar and told me that “Gerry is an upstanding
member of the community” and refused to pay me for the info! That’s no way to run a news service!
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CHURCH OF THE RIGGERS
The RIGGERS are civilisation that exists in the distant North,
months of dangerous travel beyond the extreme edge of Frontier
territory. It's said their ancestors survived above ground
during the apocalypse, the experience of witnessing the Centite
meteors and changing of the world, the rise of the mutants and
warring against other survivor groups has changed them
fundamentally. They consider technology sacred, preserving and
developing machines salvaged from the old world. They consider
Centite, and all its derivatives, to be 'sent from the gods' to
aid the restoration of mankind.

The real truth about the Riggers is that they’re
just really, really strange. Like, not even human,
probably. I know they’re not as bad as bandits,
but have you seen a Rigger? They’re so freaky!
And not in the usual way you see in mutants
either, like with all lumps and stuff and
sometimes tentacles and things on the
outside. I mean have you wondered what’s
under their clothes? You think it looks like
a normal person under there but Noseless
Norman told me he’d seen one of them

changing their robes and it was all weird under there.
He said it’s like looking at a bowl of maggots, which I guess
he would know about since I’ve heard Noseless Normal
is happy to eat pretty much anything he finds.
Last week I saw him gnawing on a bone that looked
suspiciously like an arm bone, and coincidentally one
of the corpses in the bandit spike pit north of
town was missing an arm. I tried to sell that
story to Isotope Johnson but he said “Betty, if
you can get the recipe off Norman, I’ll run that
in the ‘food’ supplement, but no-one will care
about a boring story like that otherwise.”

Since their mysterious arrival, the riggers have helped Frontier
Town greatly, providing advanced technical knowledge to the
miner s guild, and trading recovered technology for the Centite
mined by the town. The relationship works well and both sides
have profited. A church to their religion has been built in the
town and one or more riggers can always be found here.
You may find ways to make money here, if you know where to
look.
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Colonel Flint’s FIGHT PIT
Colonel Flint’s FIGHT PIT is where you will find the local
entertainment in the town. When the Federation of Fallum were
kicked out and the town won its independence, Colonel Flint
stayed behind. Rumours persist this was because he stole several
thousand credits and is currently hiding from the authorities.
Whatever the reason he decided to set up the fight pit, this
gladiatorial style arena is where warriors prove their skills
and combat prowess against each other and dangerous monsters
from the wasteland.

Wagers can be made on the outcome of fights with the organizers,
or if you’re brave enough you can challenge the fighters and
try to win prize money.

One thing to remember, Flint pays his men well, they are armed
and if you step out of line you may end up as feed for his
menagerie of wasteland creatures.

An actual thing Flint said once: “Right, maggots, anyone walks away
from this one with all your limbs attached and I’ll kill you myself.”
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THE LAST CHANCE BAR
The last chance bar is situated in the town, and is a rest stop
Quick tip:
for the weary wastelander. Here you can buy a plethora of
Either don’t
drinks
that will dull your mind and rest your soul. The
worry about what
the bar actually bartender is rumoured to have links to the criminal underworld,
sells, or, worry a unfortunately town police have little or no evidence to support
lot and don’t buy this.

anything. Because
Watch your back if your looking to earn credits here.
crops haven’t
existed for generations...

THE TOWN POLICE
The town has a police station that is manned by the regulators,
Marshals of the town and appointed to maintain law and order.
They will be guarding the various businesses in the town and
patrolling the wastelands looking for bandits.

Despite all the rumours,
the Regulators aren’t
actually corrupt.

Protect &
Serve

They’re just horrible
people that enjoy
killing folks.

They often hire on deputies when they need to bolster their
numbers, so if you have a good reputation and want to earn some
credits pay them a visit.

They pay pretty well, but you’ll probably also be given the title of “Deputy bodyshield”, so, consider that.
THE TOWN HOSPITAL
The town hospital is where you will end up when
something bad happens to you.

It’s also where bad things will happen to you.

5

When you arrive, take a seat and WAIT for FIVE MINUTES.
After five minutes you may take off any bandages you
have on and return your used bandages to the Doctor for
sterilisation and recycling. You may then return to the
game.
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So player , now you’ve read the rules and know what your up
against.
Grab your guns, load your supplies and get ready for the
apocalypse. Fortune and glory (or the business end of a bandits
shotgun) await you!
If you have any questions about any of the information in this
rulebook or about the event please email
info@frontierairsoft.co.uk (replies within 24 hours)
Times and date for the event will be emailed to you.
If you have not booked please do so though our website.
www.frontierairsoft.co.uk
Limited spaces only, pre-book only event (no tickets sold on the
day).
See you there,
Bill & the Frontier Marshals Team
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